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World News

Indonesia's president is suggesting a new 
capital city

.

New Sherlock Homes 50p Royal Mint now revealed

To celebrate the 160th anniversary of the birth of the 
Sherlock Homes' creator, Sir Arthur Conan Doyle, the new 
Sherlock Homes 50p Royal Mint has been released. The coin 
itself has a picture of Sherlock Homes on the front, with all 
the cases that he has solved, so tiny that you need a 
magnifying glass to read all of it. The coin designer, Stephen 
Raw stated: "I hope it will encourage the 'inner detective' 
in those who are intrigued by the coin. Naturally, the only 
way to solve the 'mystery of the text' is to use the 
magnifying glass, an essential piece of equipment used often 
by Sherlock Holmes." This 50p coin is now available on the 
website, Royal Mints, for £10.

Indonesia's president, Joko Widodo, has suggested to change 
the capital city. If the plan continues, Indonesia would join a long 
list of countries that have changed capitals. Jakarta would now 
no longer be the capital city of Indonesia. Although, what the 
new capital city would be has not been announced, it has been 
rumoured to be Palangkaraya. The reason why the capital city is 
changing, is because the current capital city, Jakarta, is starting 
to sink in water due to ground water drilling for drinking. 
Additionally, it has a population of 10 million people.



Year 2 
Seaside 
collages 



Wellington News
SATS Week
This week is SATS week.
The Year 6's have been working very hard in 
their SATS and are hoping to receive a high 
mark. At first, they were a bit scared of the 
test, but once they got used to it, they weren't 
as scared as they were before. However, this 
didn't mean that they weren't going to be calm 
throughout the whole week; they were actually 
quite the opposite, since the difficult tests made 
them quite anxious.
JCA
Next week is JCA for Year 6 and they are very 
excited, for the many great activities they will be 
able to do. The Year 6's worked incredibly hard 
for their SATS, so JCA would be a great reward 
for their efforts and work this week. 
Unfortunately, not all of the Year 6's will be able 
to participate in the amazing trip, but while some 
are gone, the rest are still going to do some fun 
activities in their classroom. The Year 6's, who are 
going to JCA, will go to Whittleland Spark. JCA is 
located on Haylings Island for more details.



Year 4 working 
with Electronics



Local News
Heathrow

In London, campaigners have lost a High Court challenge 
against the government's decision of planning a third 
runway at London's Heathrow airport. The campaigners, 
that were participating, had said that a new runway 
meant a new airport. It has been said that the third 
runway would destroy Greenbelt land . However, people 
also think that it will cause more and more noise
pollution.

Da Vinci exhibition
This unique portrait of Leonardo Da Vinci marks the 
500th anniversary of the death of the famous artist 
and inventor and it goes on display in Liverpool, 
Derby, Manchester and Sheffield in a touring 
exhibition. Martin Clayton researched and found the 
picture when he noticed a grand portrait of Da Vinci 
made by an identified assistant, shortly before the 
great master's death in 1519. 



This year, we are having a reading marathon 
and we are attempting to raise money for 
children in hospital. There will be a prize for 
the person who reads the most books. You 
should find family and adult friends who are 
willing to sponsor you for every book you 
read.



!THE BIG BATTERY HUNT COMPETITION!

Well done for entering into the Big Battery Hunt! If you are the 
one with the most batteries, you’ll receive a massive surprise, so 
don’t miss out on this opportunity. What this is really for, is that 
we used so many batteries, the planet is getting radiated. For that 
we are recycling the batteries we are using in our battery boxes so 
we can save the planet!



Growth-Mindset quote of the 
week:

I never lose, I either win or learn.
- Nelson Mandela



Question of 
the Week

Send your answers to Mrs Gleason 
and try to use thinking maps 

and hats.

If you could turn 
into any animal you 
desired, what would 

it be and why?





Remember to take great 
care crossing the roads 

when moving between and 
around the schools.

Always use the crossing 
points.











Remember
 Don’t forget to use bug club and Purple Mash. 

Purple Mash will help you with your new Topic 
and bug club will help you with your reading.

 Make sure you read about 15 minutes a day at 
home with a parent.

 Do not forget to do your homework and bring it 
in on the date it is due in.

 Make sure you practice Times Tables 
Rock Stars. Try and become a Rock Hero!

This powerpoint was written by :Prarthana, Srudhika, Aarya, 
Arisha, Mahi and Ekaakshar



Merits:
Merits are awarded for outstanding pieces of work 

or behaviour. Work must be AMAZING to win a 

merit!

Three Merits = One white 
Badge

Three White Badges = One 
Team Badge

Three Team Badges = One 
Gold Badge


